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EUROPEAN CITIZEN'S INITIATIVE

EUROPEAN VALUES

Imagine you are on a desert island with some other people you do not know. In your opinion

what would be the common priority values to set so that a society may work ?What would be
your major values ?

What rules should be established to contain your society ?

The European Union has its origins in the period following the Second World War, when six
countries – France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg – joined
together in a union to ensure peace.
The EU is more than a simple economic union bringing together several countries. It is a union
based on common values and a common vision of living together. This was defined by Article 2 of
1992 Treaty on European Union (TEU) which states that :

« The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity,
freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human
rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities. These
values are common to the Member States in a society in which
pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality
between women and men prevail. ».
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Do you know the European Union ?
1. Which branch does the European Parliament
belong to?
A) legal
B) Legislative
C) Executive

2. When is Europe Day ?
A) September 1st
B) May 9th
C) July 14th

3. Who composed the European Anthem ?
A) Johann Christian Bach
B) Chevalier de Saint Georges
C) Ludwig Van Beethoven

4. Which country has wished to become a
Member State for years ?
A) Turkey
B) Egypt
C) Russia

5. Where can be found the village which gave its
name to the Schengen Agreement ?
A) in Luxembourg
B) In Belgium
C) In Germany

6. What is the European motto ?
A) United in diversity
B) United in peace
C) United in economy

7. How many stars are there on the European
flag ?
A) 16
B) 12
C) 27

8. When did Greece join the European Union?
A) 1981
B) 1985
C) 2013

11. Where is the European Central Bank
located ?
A) Paris
B) Francfurt
C) Lisbon

12. Which country has become the last Member
State ?
A) Croatia
B) Switzerland
C) Romania

13. What is the currency in Poland ?
A) Euro
B) Lek
C) Zloty

14. Which institution elected the Mediator ?
A) The European Parliament
B) The European Commission
C) The European Council

10. Which country is the smallest in the
European
Union ?
9. Where is the European Commission located ?
A) Switzerland
A) Brussels
B) Malta
B) Paris
C)
Ireland
C) Strasburg
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European citizenship
European citizens are lucky! European citizenship gives you:
• the right to freedom of movement and residence in the territory of EU Member States;
• civil and political rights such as the right to vote and to stand for municipal and European Parliament
elections;
• a number of legal guarantees: diplomatic and consular protection, access to the European
Ombudsman;
• the right of citizen’ s initiative: seven nationals representing seven different Member States may
ask the Commission to initiate legislation.
• \ Attention / the citizen’s rights are submitted to some limitations and conditions :
• A European citizen cannot be elected as a city councilior, mayor or assistant mayor in a
country different from the one where he is a national.
• A European citizen may be a public servant in the country where he lives, but only if his
job does not jeopardize the state sovereignty.
• A European citizen must have adequate financial resources to settle in another member
state.
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How does the European Union work ?
The European legislation is the result of the cooperation of three institutions: the Commission, the
Council of the European Union and the European Parliament. Together, they constitute what is
called the legislative triangle.
The Commission possesses what are known as ‘shared’ and ‘exclusive’ competences; it can only take
decisions in certain areas. The main ones are listed below.
• Agriculture and fisheries
• Humanitarian aid
• Culture

• Energie

• The environment

• Freedom of movement
• Public health
• Tourism

• Transport

The European Parliament
The European Parliament is the
world’s
only
multinational
parliamentary assembly and the only EU
body whose members are directly
elected by the citizens it represents. It is
also one of the world’s largest
democratic assemblies
The Parliament consists of 705 MEPs representing the EU’s 500 million citizens. The MEPs are elected every
five years by the citizens of the EU’s 27 Member States. Unlike in United Nations
institutions, MEPs are divided into groups based on political affinity rather than nationality.
The official headquarters of the European Parliament are located in Strasbourg. The city, which is
located on the border between France and Germany, is symbolic of reconciliation in Europe
following the two world wars. Each year the Parliament holds 12 plenary sessions in
Strasbourg. MEPs also work in Brussels, where they attend parliamentary committees and
additional plenary sessions.
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The Parliament has a legislative (shared with the Commission and the Council of the
European Union) and budgetary role. It also scrutinises the other EU institutions.
The Parliament has a legislative role: it has the power to amend the laws proposed by the
Commission jointly with the Council and then adopt them by vote. It also has the power to vote the
European budget in certain areas of competence and to control that the policies
within the Union are well implemented in all countries.

The European Commission
The Commission is composed of 27 commissioners (one for each Member State). It has a nearmonopoly on initiating legislation: the Council and the Parliament can only adopt
laws if they are first proposed by the Commission.
Commissioners serve for a period of five years. Unlike MEPs, they are not elected. However the
President of the Commission is nominated by the European Council, which is composed of Member
States’ heads of state and government, and elected by the Parliament. Moreover, the Parliament has
the right to review the appointment of commissioners. In exercising this right it must act in the
interests of the European Union as a whole .
The Commission has four functions:
• It submits legislative proposals to the Parliament and the Council.
• It manages and executes the EU’s policies and budget.

• It oversees the application of European law (in collaboration with the Court of Justice).
• It represents the Union internationally.

The Council of the European Union/Council of Ministers
The Council is made up of national ministers of the EU Member States. The Council Debates
issues concerning the EU and adopts decisions and legislative acts. The ministers taking part at
Council meetings are authorised to act on behalf of their respective national governments and to
implement the shared decisions adopted.
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The Council has five main functions:
• adopting European legislation;
• coordinating Member States’ policies, especially economic policies;
• developing the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy on the basis of guidelines

provided by the European Council;
• concluding international agreements between the EU and one or more non-EU
countries/international organisations;
• setting the EU’s budget (in collaboration with the Parliament).

The Council aims to be transparent: its meetings are public and are made available on its website.

And now, lets check your knowledge !
Heads of States and governments of the

1. European Parliament

Member States
27 commissioners defending the

2. European Commission

interests of the Union

3. Council of the European

Directly elected by European citizens

Union

4. European Union Court of

Make sure countries and institutions in

5. European Council

National Ministers from all the Member

Justice

the EU respect communautary Law

States
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